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“Relax, Only I Get All The Jokes”

Little B.M. Drops Bombshell (and More)
Will Leave for Bermuda “Right After Ice Fishing”
(AP) Iraqi war veteran “Little” Billy Miller (aka Little
BM) shocked the locals at a hastily called news
conference when he declared himself the “secret”
father of recently deceased Anna Nicole Smith’s
daughter. Standing in front of the VFW, Little BM
presented a picture which he stated, “will satisfy all
questions to the contrary.” After reporter asked when
Little BM was planning on traveling to the island to
pay his respects, Billy paused and said, “Right after
ice fishing is over.”
“The main
focus will
be for my
client to be
with his
precious
little girl as
soon as he
can fit it
into his busy
schedule,”
said his attorney, Gary Lazarz. “I can state with
confidence that we won’t need a formal DNA test in
lieu of the ‘striking’ family resemblance.”
“I used to date Annie when we were both in High
School. We got together at my last trip down to
Florida and as my cousins would say, “All kinds of
things can happen in Florida.”

An Extremely Obscure Inside Family Joke:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is this?
Where was it displayed?
Who created it?
How did Don Smith get
such a nice wife?
Who owns it today?
Who is in the picture?
How was it created?
Is Joanie really 50?
What is on her head?
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Long Time Readers Complain Of Lack of
Coverage: Who Are These People?
(MNL) The MNL phones have been ringing off
the hooks, operators have been quitting and the
circulation department is threatened with over
one thousand cancellations. The reason: a lack
of pandering coverage to long-time and long
term paid subscribers. Per the settlement, MNL
is providing a summary of their primary (read:
petty) grievances below:
Maggie Sears is tired of
hearing stories about other
people when she considers
her pictures and exploits “a
main reason” the newsletter
is popular with both troops
and correction officers.
The Ayre siblings write:
“there are way too many
stories about hippies and
people from Kentucky. Get
back to making fun of people
we love. Like our Dad.”
Jack Miller wants to know
why the entire Guam twelvepart series was “dropped”
after only after seven
articles. They “smelled of
Pulitzer potential!”
Mike Dapper wants stories
about his old ex-girlfriends
including where they live,
their schedules and closest
police departments (and
estimated response times)
Lorrie Beyl’s favorite Vizla
“Lohrmann” writes “we need
more pictures Stan, a full
page photo of Sparky Lou
and stories about cheese.”
Lorrie has neither confirmed
the validity of the request or
the letter’s signature.

